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Abstract
REVEL Magazine is a fashion-and-beauty lifestyle magazine for undergraduate and postgraduate women. This is the May 2015 launch issue focusing on materials from the
Spring/Summer 2015 Ready To Wear collections. REVEL was designed and created in Adobe
InDesign (with aid from Adobe Photoshop) originally for print, but is circulated online via
ISSUU, a digital media platform that allows for digital magazine viewing in a print-like format.
It is additionally available via PDF for tablet devices.
REVEL Magazine’s goal is to approach the high-fashion world through a youthful, informed,
creative, and critical eye; to reinterpret luxury designs for independent style; and to inspire
young individuals to pursue and even carve out their unique path in the fashion and/or beauty
field. Revel prides itself as “Runway Obsessed. Style Independent.” in reference to both the goal
of the magazine and its niche reader, who is passionate and informed about the fashion industry,
budget conscious, confident in her independent style, and with goals to incorporate fashion into
her profession/lifestyle. She looks to REVEL for a fixture of identification and inspiration.
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Executive Summary
Welcome to the first edition, May 2015 issue of REVEL Magazine. REVEL is an 84-page
fashion-and-beauty magazine for undergraduate and post-graduate women. REVEL’s content is
focused, in part, on reinterpreting luxury fashion designer trends based off the Spring/Summer
2015 (SS15) New York, London, Milan and Paris fashion shows that occurred in September and
October 2014, through clothing items of comparable styles from shoppable, low-priced retailers.
REVEL aims to create editorial images of the same quality and with the same level of creativity
as high-fashion publications like Vogue or Harper’s Bazaar, but with low-budget pieces from
retailers like Nasty Gal, Zara, and Topshop.
REVEL’s content also caters to the reader’s youthful, informed, creative, and critical eye
toward the fashion industry, meaning that the REVEL reader is very interested in and keeps up to
date with fashion shows and major events on her own. The reader, instead, looks to REVEL to
provide analysis on the industry, identify the trends that she should know about, and to celebrate
individuals who have achieved a unique success in the industry that she aspires to.
Finally, REVEL looks to the readers themselves for content, with the first section’s
content generated entirely from reader-influenced material, such as a collection of their
Instagrams showing their style in regard to a specific theme or a “street style equation” that takes
photos of readers and breaks down their outfit “inspirations” from pop culture references. The
idea is to celebrate their individual style and simultaneously credit it by putting it within the
same pages as a $10,000 Gucci outfit from the runway show.
REVEL was designed and created in Adobe InDesign (with aid from Adobe Photoshop)
for print publishing. Instead of physical print circulation, it is circulated online via ISSUU, a
digital media platform that allows for digital magazine viewing in a print-like format. Readers
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click arrows to watch REVEL’s pages literally flip before them. It is additionally available in a
PDF version for tablet (iPad) devices to scroll through with their fingertips. The content was
spearheaded by its editor, who designed, edited, reported, wrote, styled, creative directed, and
more, for every single page of REVEL. Additional materials, including photographs,
illustrations, beauty styling, and writing, were assigned to various contributors to assist the editor
in creating REVEL’s content.
REVEL prides itself as “Runway Obsessed. Style Independent.” This is in reference to
both the goal of the magazine and its niche audience: passionate and informed about the fashion
industry, budget conscious, confident in their independent style, and with goals to incorporate
fashion into their profession/lifestyle. REVEL proves that celebration of young, independent
style in a serious, professional presentation can break the boundaries of a traditional “highfashion” magazine that only highlights luxury designs unattainable to the majority of their young
readers. REVEL meets these two worlds in the middle.
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I. Foundation
In the process of deciding if I wanted to complete a capstone and continue with the
Honors program, my magazine advisor [and now my Capstone advisor] Professor Melissa
Chessher showed me the capstone of a recent graduate, Victoria Troxler, who had completed a
digital magazine called The Jump for her senior and honors capstone the year before. I was
blown away by the number of different stories she had, in addition to the variety of stories. The
design was clean and mostly simple. The images were perfectly placed, often kitschy and artsy—
all fitting with her theme of a service lifestyle publication for postgraduate women entering the
real world. I was not only inspired by Victoria’s work, but excited to begin a similar project of
my own––but with my personal spin on it. I wanted to do a fashion-and-beauty publication, not
necessarily a general-interest magazine. I wanted my magazine to be very heavy on visuals and
less on text. And I wanted it to be more focused. It didn’t need to have over a hundred pages; it
needed to have 60 or 70 solid pages.
Ironically, the following summer I worked for Victoria as a fashion intern at Good
Housekeeping magazine. I had the chance to pick her brain about the process of creating The
Jump. I also learned what it is like to work in fashion at a magazine and the process that goes
into each fashion page. The magazine also underwent a re-design while I was there, so I was able
to see how pages are developed and re-shaped to reflect a magazine’s image and voice. I learned
how fashion stories are made from start to finish, from pitching an idea, to compiling inspiration,
to carrying out market research to finding what is available to bring in, to styling and prepping
outfits, to model calls and fittings, coordinating hair and makeup, assisting on set, writing
credits, and more.
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I expanded on this first preparatory experience during my time as fashion editor for JERK
magazine. As fashion editor, I was responsible for the fashion pages for 3 issues this semester,
each issue including an 8-page fashion feature, trend story, a student-style story, and a satirical
“how to dress like”… page. With the fashion features, I practiced trend spotting and developing
story ideas for a specific audience, carrying out market research from brands the audience shops
at, I learned how to order pieces for photo shoots and return them, scout models, coordinate
creative ideas with the photographer and hair/makeup team, and work with designers to get the
design in the magazine I had in mind. I also developed a new page for the fashion section,
helping me to understand the intricate process that goes into developing each and every page of a
magazine. I also connected with designers, photographers, illustrators, and writers that have now
helped me with my capstone, and I additionally learned how to work with and coordinate others
in this creative environment. Without these experiences, I would have been very lost launching a
fashion magazine on my own.
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II. Birth of REVEL
When I first began brainstorming for my capstone, the original name I pitched was MIX.
I was not passionate about this name, and neither was my advisor. We spent an hour
brainstorming names without any of them truly exciting me. My senior year when I really began
to focus in on what exactly I wanted to accomplish, I realized my reader was someone who was
obsessed with fashion and everything about the fashion world in a way that she was informed
about luxury designers and runway trends, but was the most interested in exhibiting that
knowledge through her own independent style. I like to think of it as “trickle-down awareness,
with trickle-up determination.” I wanted to find a word that emulated this idea of independence
and fashion obsession.
After throwing out my next working title “DROOL,” I started thinking about the word
“rebel” like a fashion rebel, and finally took the next step to “REVEL.” I looked up the definition
via Dictionary.com, “(1) to take great pleasure or delight,” and “(2) to engage in uproarious
festivities,” and immediately felt a click with what I wanted to accomplish with REVEL; to be a
75-page long engagement in uproarious fashion festivities for people who were obsessed with
and found obscene amounts of pleasure in fashion. Additionally, there’s something about the
word “revel” that excites me. Maybe it is the flow of the word as it is said that creates a dollop of
energy, and maybe it’s that it sounds similar to “rebel.” But as soon as I confirmed this was my
title, I found a new motivation to dive into my project.
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III. What is REVEL?
At its most basic level, REVEL is a fashion-and-beauty lifestyle magazine. This issue,
specifically, is the launch issue for May 2015. The publication is designed and created in Adobe
InDesign (with aid from Adobe Photoshop) originally for print, but will be circulated online via
ISSUU, a website that allows magazine viewing in a print-esque format, and additionally
available via PDF for tablet devices.
REVEL’s goal is to approach the high-fashion world through a youthful, informed,
creative, and critical eye; to reinterpret luxury designs for independent style; and to inspire
young individuals to pursue and even carve out their unique path in the fashion and/or beauty
field. Its mission statement reads “Runway Obsessed. Style Independent.” This describes both
the goal of the magazine and its audience.
REVEL is made for a very niche audience. It targets college + post-college age women,
roughly ages 17 to 26. These women have a passion for the fashion industry, which means they
are interested in what the luxury designers are doing and keep up with each season’s trends,
news, and collections. They watch the runway shows live online. If they miss one, they flip
through photos of each look on their phone’s Style.com app. Their Instagram feeds are dominated
by designers’ and fashion bloggers’ accounts. But they aren't in New York City where all of this
is happening. REVELers—what I like to call the REVEL reader—are from all over the
country—from Syracuse, N.Y. to Cincinnati, Ohio, to Traverse City, Mich.—who’s surrounding
world is not necessarily the fashion-forward runway they dream of. They desire an outlet that
understands their fashion obsession and indulges in their dreams to make this world their reality.
In this way, REVEL targets young women who hope to incorporate their interest in fashion into
their profession, and encourages them to pursue this lifestyle.
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The second aspect of the REVEL reader is she is driven by defining her individual and
unique style. She chooses to be informed about runway trends and what designers are doing, but
also chooses to interpret these trends in her own way. She likes to break the rules, to mix trends,
and put together items in ways that are slightly rebellious. She has a voice, and she uses her
fashion choices to make it heard.
Last, the REVELer is budget-conscious. She dreams of luxury items, but they are not a
reality. She shops at fashionable, lower-end retailers like Topshop, Urban Outfitters, Forever 21,
Nasty Gal, Zara, and Asos. She makes thoughtful decisions about pieces she buys. She enjoys
seeing items she could potentially buy being featured in creative ways. When researching,
planning, and developing REVEL, the REVELer was considered through each step.
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IV. Assorted Essential Details
Before I move into the details of each page, I must lay out some necessary background
information for frame of reference. These are in no particular order of importance.
a) Voice
Every word in REVEL was either written in or edited to become the REVEL voice. The
REVEL voice is confident, nostalgic, youthful, and sometimes comedic or sarcastic. It speaks
with the assumption that the reader has at least a general knowledge of fashion industry
terminology and recent history. It speaks highly, but accurately, of the individuals it features.
b) Design
At the most basic level, I focused my design on clean pages with artful uses of negative
space. I used consistent headings and type treatment, but with purposeful variation, in addition to
a combination of sleek and quirky, girly elements to tie it together. Some specifics: I assign a
color per each of the four sections, and accent the pages in the section with that color. Each
section page is labeled in the top corner with its section title and page name. Avenir Next is a
dominant typeface for body text. I assign hierarchy through size, color, and type treatment i.e.
bold, italic, etc. I use slashed lines (///) and geometric boxes throughout. Each opener page has
the same five elements: header in Tammaso, body paragraph, photo, colored shape, and image
credit. Every page is numbered in the same way, with REVEL on the left page and @revel_mag
on the right.
c) Contributors
Each REVEL contributor is a Syracuse University student. I looked for a range of men
and women, ages, majors, and ethnicities to accurately represent the REVEL audience and point
of view.
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V. Contents and Organization
The goal of REVEL’s content is to offer a variety of different types of stories and pages,
and for the pages to deliver content in an artful and relevant manner. In this section, I provide a
synopsis of each page in order to explain why I developed the page, the purpose of the page, the
inspirations, and the execution process. Each individual page was developed and included in its
location and to fulfill a specific purpose.
a)

Cover

I really struggled with deciding on a cover image. I felt a lot of pressure to try to find an
image I felt perfectly encapsulated what I was trying to accomplish with REVEL, particularly
because we spend so much time in my magazine classes discussing the importance of an eyecatching, brand-consistent cover. Originally, as a placeholder, I had an image of Shuya from
“Into the Blue.” The image never felt quite right to me; it’s a beautiful, intimate photo, but felt a
too somber; I wanted the image to be fun, young, and show the REVEL excitement and spirit.
When I started to get serious about designing the cover, Prof, Chessher suggested using the
sunglasses illustrations. I loved this idea and spent a lot of time placing and rearranging the
amazing illustrations in InDesign, but no matter what I did, it looked like a book and not a
fashion magazine. During one of my weekly meetings with Professor Chessher, she pulled
fellow magazine professor, Aileen Gallagher, into her office for her opinion. Prof. Gallagher
looked though my magazine and pointed out the current cover image from “Game On” of Julie
jumping into the air. This idea immediately clicked with me, and I decided to try it. We
discussed trying to make the image look brighter and more spring-like by cutting out Julie’s
body from the photo and placing her on a bright colored background. I also spent a fair amount
of time working on this, but each image I created felt more like an advertisement than a
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magazine cover. I then placed the original image on the cover and accented it with a bright
color-pop of “REVEL.” I knew this was the right fit.
The next hurdle came with formatting the photo on the cover. The way the photos are
shot, they do not fit the magazine page size exactly. Because of this, it was difficult to format
this particular photo because there cannot be blank space on the cover, and she is jumping, so
her feet must be high enough from the bottom edge that the reader realizes she’s in the air. I
finally ended up cropping her head off the page as I was playing around with it, and it clicked.
Although traditionally it is key for a magazine to have a face on the cover because that is what
people connect and identify with, I absolutely loved that her face was cut off the top of the page.
It’s almost like she is so excited about REVEL’s launch that she is literally jumping off the
page. And, because you cannot see her eyes or whole face, she could be anyone. She is the
REVELer, and I hope the reader can picture herself as this girl.
I then chose the accent color. After playing around with various hues, I ended up with the
red-orange color that is now on the cover and utilized throughout the publication. It is on-trend
for the Spring/Summer 2015 season in addition to creating the bright, energetic pop I was
looking for.
A combination of Marie Claire, Harper’s Bazaar, and Nylon covers inspired the design
of the cover copy. I wanted to stay consisted with Avenir Next, the font that I used as body copy
throughout the publication, so I used it heavily on the cover. The two cases that I used different
fonts are with the REVEL logo, where I used Tommaso, and with the painted, more handwriting
font. Tommaso was the perfect font for the logo because it is sleek, with a little bit of edge—
just like the REVELer. The painted font is a little artsy and rough, which I wanted to add
excitement and energy.
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I chose seven stories to highlight in my cover lines. The goal was to include a variety of
compelling stories that would get the reader to pick up a copy of the magazine on a newsstand
and also to feature a story from each section. I feature three of the four Drool feature stories
because they are the biggest stories in the magazine and allowed for fun cover lines. I included
page numbers for two of them, following a magazine trend to include a few page numbers on
the cover. The story on Miss Ladyfinger is a blush story, and is key because it references a
person of interest to the reader. The Wedge Sneaker story is a Fete story, and I included it to
add a compelling quotation. The Spring Runway Report and Shopping Addiction stories are
both must-reads Indulge stories. Specifically, featuring the Spring Runway Report story was
key to ensure readers know this issue focuses on material from the Spring/Summer 2015 Ready
To Wear collections. I am proud to have developed a cover that is eye-catching and true to the
REVEL mission.
b)

Backstage With REVEL Mag + Instagram sidebar

Often people think magazines are so glamorous, and magazines often make their behindthe-scenes pages seem like everything was so glamorous. But from my internship experiences
and then from making this magazine, it most definitely is not glamorous 99 percent of the time.
I wanted to bring this honest and slightly humorous angle to this classic page, and provide
comedic bits that went into making a few of the pages. The images are a combination of
inspiration images and images I took on set of different photo shoots/in preparation of shoots. I
love the idea of using Polaroids, and was happy that it fit to include them here. They are
associated with nostalgia and memories, so it worked perfectly.
I also wanted to reference the @revel_mag Instagram account. Many national magazines
have pages about what is happening on their websites. REVEL doesn't have a website, so I
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brought a similar concept to REVEL’s Instagram account. I included two recent posts that
showed the kinds of material the account posts: runway inspiration, behind-the-scenes, and the
REVEL-take on fashion news happenings. I tied the Instagram shout–out to the Backstage page
because they are both about REVEL off the pages of the magazine.
c)

Table of Contents

The Table of Contents was mostly put together toward the end of the process. I created a
preliminary layout towards the beginning, but as the magazine shifted directions, I updated the
TOC to match. I looked at many magazines for design inspiration including Good
Housekeeping, Nylon, and Marie Claire. My design goal was to focus on large, complementary
images for both a visual and topical range, tie the colors and fonts in with the cover, and to tease
each story in an interesting and helpful manner.
d)

Masthead

The goal of the masthead is to feature and credit all of the contributors to REVEL. I
arranged the page in a traditional magazine hierarchy divided by sections and font size, with
names listed alphabetically by first name for fairness and consistency. Often magazine
mastheads are centered on the page. I wanted to incorporate the line element I use throughout,
in addition to the thirds layout I used in a few places. I love the play off negative space on this
page. It feels very fresh and clean—a major factor of my design goals.
e)

From The Editor: Welcome Home

My editor letter was one of the very last pages I wrote and put together. I had serious
creative anxiety about this page, plagued by years of reading painful editor letters where editors
just seemed to by trying too hard to make something work. I wanted to avoid this more than
anything, and truly write a genuine letter to my readers. In the midst of making REVEL, my
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mom had texted a photo of me in my second-grade classroom, standing on a stool as my class
sang me Happy Birthday. I laughed when I received it, because I was wearing these shoes that
were my favorite shoes ever. I went back to whatever I was working on, and when I realized
that how I feel about these shoes connects with the nostalgia Kelley felt in her personal essay
“Warning: Sneak Attack.” I knew that I had to work my shoes into my letter. Additionally,
because it is the launch issue, I wanted to address what the purpose of REVEL is, and finally
find a way to incorporate some fun details about the contributors that made REVEL happen.
Through many drafts, I finally wrote a letter I am proud of.
For art, I wanted to include photos of me wearing the shoes to accentuate the nostalgia
aspect of REVEL. For my editor photo, I wanted to appear professional and serious, but also
fun, young, and fashionable, like the REVELer. Finally, I included an image of my
Birkenstocks to again tie my story to the present, show product, and balance out the page.
f)

Fete Opener

Magazines are traditionally divided into a front-of-book section(s), a features well, and a
back-of-book section. The front-of-book is the opener, with lighter pages, often quizzes, lightmarket pages, and shorter, newsy-informative stories. For REVEL’s front-of-book, I wanted to
acknowledge the distinction of celebrating individuality and also recognizing the luxury world,
so I created two sections, the first of which is called “Fete,” meaning celebration. Fete is a
collection of four pages that draws content directly from REVELers, with the aim of celebrating
their individual style and voices.
The photo is an extra photo from the “Serious Skintamacy” story in the section, so it
introduces what the section is about, pulls from the section’s content, and features an
overarching section theme without being repetitive. The words work to fulfill these same goals.
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The design introduces the theme color for the section, a baby blue, which is incorporated as the
accent color throughout the Fete pages.
g)

REVEL Style: REVELers Across the Globe

The first Fete page is a monthly section called “What You’ve Been Reveling In,” and it
pulls Instagrams from stylish REVELers based on that month’s theme. User-driven content does
not only fit with the section theme of celebrating the individual style of its readers, but also with
the magazine theme of featuring reader-driven content. For May, I chose to do “Revelers Across
the Globe” because this time of year, people traveled for spring breaks, so their clothing choices
were more warm-weather appropriate, springy, and timely. When deciding which Instagrams to
feature, I chose photos based off of each diverse location. I wanted the design to be extremely
simple, really focusing on the images, which have captions and locations already in the photos.
h)

Street Equation

The second page is called “Fashion Equation.” This page features photos of REVELers I
found on the streets of Syracuse, with their names, ages, and hometown. But it also takes their
ensembles and breaks them down into references to memorable pop-culture moments/items. W
magazine does an “Inspiration Equation” that is one of my favorite magazine pages of all time.
But where they choose a designer look to create humorous inspiration references, I chose to
bring this concept to personal style, and generate these inspiration references from what women
are actually wearing.
i)

Personal Essay: Warning: Sneak Attack

The personal essay was one of the very first pages I knew I wanted to include in REVEL.
The idea is that a reader submitted this personal essay to the magazine, and serves to give the
reader an opportunity to share her voice and express her nostalgia/sentiments about something
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in the fashion world. This page is one of my favorites because it so perfectly fits with the idea of
celebrating a shared, deep love and understanding of fashion, while at the same time featuring a
unique voice and perspective.
I wanted to bring the most genuine approach possible to this page, so I asked a young
writer, Kelley Rowland, a prime REVELer, if she was interesting in writing a personal essay.
She immediately said “yes,” and the next day emailed me with a list of ideas to write about. We
decided on the wedge sneaker story because it fit best with the magazine and intent of the
specific page, and she got to work writing. She sent me her first draft, which I copy and line
edited, and wrote display copy for. I also felt it was fitting to include a slightly humorous
sidebar about the topic item, so I wrote and developed the accompanying side bar.
j)

Need It Now: Serious Skintamacy

“Need It Now” was developed to include a light and fun front-of-book, mostly visual
story including fashion market. I wanted to use real products for this shoot, and a local boutique
manager graciously allowed me to photograph these bralettes in the store. I wanted to include a
reference to design elements from T magazine, one of my favorite magazines for its sharp
content and clean, to the point design. This influence is particularly evident in the page’s grid
element.
k)

Indulge Opener

The “Indulge Opener” serves the same purpose as the “Fete Opener,” but pertains to the
Indulge goals of focusing on high-end runway trends and items in relation to accessible items. I
chose to include the photo of the Felder Felder sunglasses because it hints at the sunglasses
accessories story in the section. It also is a more luxury item, which I had the opportunity to
photograph during my internship at ELLE. I additionally chose the background shape as a circle
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instead of the polygon shapes I use in the other sections because this is the only section where I
featured circles consistently as a key design element.
l)

Trend Watch: Revel’s Spring Runway Report

This story is a major feature of REVEL’s May issue. It is the most literal execution of
REVEL’s intent to take luxury designs and directly translate them to market more realistically
accessible to a REVEL reader. These were also some of the most time-consuming pages. I
basically did the same amount of research for each of the five highlighted trends that I did for
each of the fashion/accessories features in the Drool section. This is because I did the same
basic research when I studied the Spring/Summer 2015 runway collections by identifying these
trends and pinpointing who included them in their collections. Once I decided on the five trends
(out of the dozens that were prevalent), I began to collect “market” by researching the products
of REVEL-friendly retailers and pinning items that featured the trend. When I decided on the
market that best illustrated the trends—making sure I featured a variety of silhouettes (skirts,
shorts, tops, pants, etc.)—I then had to meticulously Photoshop each individual item out of the
website image, and many times I had to Photoshop a girl out of the dress. This was extremely
time consuming, but by the end, I began to be able to do it more quickly.
The trends I chose for the May issue were more “detail-oriented” instead of overarching
trends. This is because fashion magazines’ big spring fashion debut is the March issue. This is
REVEL’s spring fashion issue, so I wanted to include spring trends. But in order to be relevant
at this point for May, it was key to identify more specific or unique details that would both be
compelling to REVEL readers and show them options at a much lower price-point of the same
luxury trends. Through this thought process, I decided on the five-featured trends. I originally
featured feather-embellished items instead of suede, but I had a very difficult time finding
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feather market. I had to make the executive decision to start over and choose a new trend that
was much more prevalent in shoppable market.
m)

Accessories: Sun Daze

Similar to “Trend Watch,” the “Accessories” page identifies REVEL-relevant luxury
trends within a specific accessory category, features a specific luxury design, and also a very
low-end interpretation that features the same trends. I knew that I wanted to include illustrations
somewhere in Revel, and when I decided on sunglasses for the high-end market, illustrations fit
perfectly. I wanted to make this page different from the Trend Watch page, in that I wanted to
somehow include original images. I had worked with Ryan Brondolo before for an illustrated
accessories page for JERK, and knew he could pull off the T magazine-esque fashion
illustrations I love so much.
I researched SS15 eyewear trends, and worked with Ryan to choose the designs we felt
would be best reinterpreted in illustration. I then found low-end market for the trends. I could
not be happier with the way this page turned out. The illustrations are stunning and add much
needed warmth to Revel’s pages.
n)

The Indulgical

While REVEL is all about celebrating individual style and accessible market, it's also
about indulging in obsession with the luxury fashion world. The Indulgical is a luxury fashion
news round-up on the happenings/events that would interest a REVELer. I chose a range of
events, from museum exhibits and beauty pop-up shops to a fashion show, and with each, I
went at it from REVEL’s angle. For example, everyone who is remotely plugged into the
fashion world knows about the Met’s upcoming Costume Institute exhibit, but they might not
know about the capsule collection it inspired by an up-and-coming designer. Each blurb
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contains a REVEL-editorial comment, color-popped for emphasis, that it is more of a
conversational statement. I also chose to keep the page without images, with a lot of white
space, because every other page in the section is so image-heavy, one page needed to be
visually stimulating, but without images.
o)

Hot-Topic Editorial: Our Inescapable Addiction

I knew that I needed to include a more serious fashion-industry-related article somewhere
in the magazine. After talking with Prof. Chessher, she connected me with a student who had
written a long feature story on shopping addiction. The student gave me creative freedom to edit
and repurpose her article how I saw fit. I worked on and off for weeks trying to edit this story to
fit with the snappy and informative yet compelling FOB article I was hoping for. I had a lot of
problems. The story, overall, was more clinical than timely, and I searched for a way to connect
it to something new and present. I then came across a Wall Street Journal article on
commission-generating links’ prevalence in and influence on fashion bloggers and Instagram
influencers. I couldn't help but notice a connection between this and shopping addiction, and
immediately set off to talk to field experts about the validity of this link. After, again, many
attempts of incorporating my findings into her article, I realized they were really two different
stories. I also realized, that right now, there is not enough first-hand evidence to report as fact
on the link I found. But I did have a researched and sourced editorial piece. In the end, I used
her story as a sidebar on identifying steps of a shopping addict, which complements my story
perfectly and pulls out the clinical information from the story’s flow.
This was also a layout that I completely redesigned. My first design was static and
boring. I wanted to portray a connection of technology, our lives, and shopping addiction, and
to remain consistent with REVEL design themes. The intersecting lines I put together by
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chance, just playing around in InDesign. They are literally connected, but also create flow
through the page. Finally, they allowed the framework for the screenshots of fashion blogger
and designers/brands’ Instagram posts, which illustrates the overwhelming and in-your-face
nature of technology, particularly with the fashion/beauty retail industries.
p)

Drool Opener

The “Drool Opener” serves the same purpose as the other opener pages, but particularly
to introduce the overarching section goal to reinterpret SS15 trends for the REVELer. The
image fits with this section because it connects with the section’s footwear feature, and,
additionally, is a luxury designer’s (Rodarte) capsule collection for a lower-market and
REVEL-friendly brand (Superga).
q)

Fashion Feature: Into the Blue

In section VI, I discuss in-depth the long process that goes into putting together a fashion
feature story like “Into The Blue” and “Game On,” so in this section, I will simply explain why
I featured this trend. Incorporating denim pieces into the SS15 RTW collections was a major
trend, including even some all-denim looks, like at Fendi, for example. And while that is reason
enough to fuel an entire 10-page spread, one major trend isn't, by itself, enough to be featured
for 10 pages in REVEL. This trend is relevant to the REVEL reader. The fact that so many
luxury design houses heavily featured denim in their collections is a tribute to the influence of
the previous generation of REVELers who demanded wearable luxury fashion. The trickle-up,
street wear influence is unmistakable, and deserves to be celebrated. Additionally, I was able to
incorporate other major trends into this all-denim feature. I featured 70s references—THE
biggest SS15 trend—in addition to trending silhouettes, like culottes and overalls. In the items I
chose and the matter of styling, I REVEL-ized these trends into an appropriate and worthy 10-
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page fashion feature. It is my firm belief that if these spreads are done correctly, as I have
worked so hard to do, they are a truly creative form of reporting.
Naming this story also proved challenging, as most every name I came up with felt tacky.
Prof. Chessher and I worked together to decide on “Into the Blue.” It plays into the slightly
somber, shadowy vibes of the photos, relating “blue” to sadness, but it is also encouraging to
step into this world. The subhead also references the idea of stepping from spring into summer,
which fits. I chose the script fonts to add an additional warm, feminine touch to contrast the
photos’ cool vibes.
r)

Profile Feature: Street Worn

Including a long-form profile story was a must, but I had a lot of trouble finding an
appropriate subject to write 2,000+ words on, while I was stuck in Syracuse, N.Y. And when
Prof. Chessher suggested I write about a skateboarder named Ian DaRin, I was perplexed. This
is a women’s magazine, I thought I could only include women subjects. I decided to pursue the
story anyway, and as soon as I began looking into DaRin, I realized he was the perfect fit. It
doesn't matter that he is a man; the REVELer would identify with his passions, individuality,
and even admire what he is doing.
I met with Ian at the store twice, and additionally spoke with his mother and co-worker. I
researched into Instagram and things he said—he is a very opinionated young man. I
coordinated with a photographer, and we went to DaRin’s store to photograph him and the
space. Design-wise, I wanted to highlight a series of images of him in front of the store, and
follow-up with more intimate images in the store’s interior to give readers a sense of the store
and DaRin’s place in it.
s)

Accessories Feature: Garden Varieties
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I added the accessories feature in the end of March. I realized how dark the two fashion
features were, and I wanted to brighten up the well. Marie Claire and Harper’s Bazaar
sometimes do accessories features with shoes or handbags surrounded by similar looking items,
for example, a hardware story surrounding accessories with similar hardware items or a story
incorporating the accessory into different grocery store scenes. I’ve always loved this still-life
approach to accessories features but have never executed one myself, and wanted to try my
hand at it for REVEL. Somewhere in my Hydrangea obsession I came up with the idea to
incorporate the shoes into a bed of bright flowers. Shortly after beginning my market research, I
decided that a service story on five must-have sandals would not only be different than anything
else I had done in REVEL, but would also really warm up the well. I ordered the market, got the
(fake) flowers, coordinated a photographer, we shot the photos, and I wrote and designed the
page—all in about 1.5 week’s time. This feature adds the brightness and warm femininity that I
was looking for.
t)

Fashion Feature 2: Game On

Like “Into the Blue”, this fashion feature is REVEL-worthy because it incorporates
multiple trends to tell a unique story. The same photographer shot it the same weekend as “Into
the Blue,” so it has some similar aesthetic points, but a much less romantic and much edgier
look.
u)

Blush Opener

The “Blush Opener” features the “Must-Have” story’s bright lipstick beauty trend in
effect and was inspired by a runway beauty look (Burberry SS15). The text on this page is a
mini-story on the photo, introduces that this is the beauty/back-of-book section, and explains
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that this photo correlates to the story on the following page. This section focuses on beauty and
jewelry, and aims to be the lightest content section.
v)

The Must-Have: Color Flash

I put this story together one afternoon when I became inspired by the bright-lip beauty
looks I kept seeing when I was going through all the SS15 collections, and realized I had
acquired some very cool-looking lipsticks during my internship at ELLE. I decided on four
colors I wanted to feature based off the collections, photographed the lipsticks on my desk with
my iPhone, wrote the copy, designed it, and called it a day. It’s a lighter beauty trend story.
w)

Beauty Buzz: High Shine, Our Ultimate Guide to Oils

This story was one of the first stories I acquired, edited, and designed. When I first began
meeting with Prof. Chessher, she told me about Kaitlyn’s oil article and suggested I talk to her
about using it. It worked out. I edited the story to tailor it more for the REVEL voice, re-wrote
the display copy, designed the layout, and styled and coordinated the photo. This story serves as
an expert-sourced health/beauty service article.
x)

The Family Jewels: Tribal Twist

This is a fun story that I put together when I was visiting the Dominican Republic. I
wanted to incorporate the idea of a beach or something warm and tropical in the magazine, and I
found pieces that fit this tribal-inspired jewelry trend that worked with the beach/sand theme.
These pieces weren’t current market, so I included suggested pieces in the article instead of
crediting the pieces I used. I used a tribal-inspired font and bright colors to play off the tropical
theme and to mix things up.
y)

Blogger Spotlight: Taryn Multack, Miss Ladyfinger
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A blogger spotlight page was on my original list of must-have pages, but I never
imagined it would turn out so perfectly. I had been having trouble finding a blogger who wasn’t
massively famous, but who had a niche in the industry, would talk to me, and would have
interesting things to say. One day in my magazine journalism class, my professor brought up
this Syracuse University graduate she had met at a beauty event in New York City, who had a
well-known fashion-inspired nail art Instagram called @missladyfinger. When I looked her up
after class, I could not get over what a perfect fit for REVEL she was: she was a Fashion Design
major who quit her corporate job to pursue a career through this blog, only to be hired at Essie’s
social-media director. I immediately emailed her and we set up an interview a few weeks later. I
could not think of a better way to end REVEL than by featuring such a successful, kind, and fun
inspiration for REVELers.
z)

Advertisements
When deciding on what advertisements to include, I focused on including as realistic of

advertisers as possible. I focused mostly on beauty, fashion, health, and shopping brands. But I
recognized my market. I didn’t include anything luxury, like Chanel or Prada clothing ads. The
REVEL reader enjoys seeing those advertisements, but realistically Chanel or Prada would
never advertise in REVEL even if it were a national publication, unless it was for a youngertargeted perfume. The more “realistic” advertisers are brands like Nine West, Dillard’s, Aldo,
Sunglasses Hut, Neutrogena, Clinique, and with the most high-end examples of AG Jeans,
Polyvore, Urban Decay, and Philosophy. I also incorporated concepts behind real magazine
practices when choosing and placing ads. For example, including ads from some of the beauty
products, like Maybelline Fit Me! Concealer, which we used in the Blush opener. Another
example of this was placing a Sunglasses Hut ad next to the “Sun Daze” sunglasses story.
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Finally, I wanted to achieve balance and did not want the ads to overpower their adjacent
images and pages I created.
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VI. Obstacles
I conclude by discussing major obstacles I faced in the process, in addition to things I
would do differently in the future. A major challenge I faced in creating a fashion magazine is
timeliness. Magazines typically work 3-4 months in advance. And while I could do this to some
extent by researching runway trends and what the designers showed at SS15, what national
fashion magazines had been working on since October to kick off their Spring 2015 issues with
first-hand access to the luxury market, I had to wait for the retail products I could use for features
and shoppable stories to come out from Topshop, Zara, and Asos. They didn’t start to come out
until the middle of February and beginning of March. I could not plan major chunks of the
magazine until a month before the magazine was due. This tight turnaround time killed me
working as a one-women-team.
I also needed to decide what trends/stories I wanted to feature in the Well editorials
before I could start working on the FOB trend stories, because I would not feature the same
trends in two places. This required me compiling all of the research for all of the trends, and
sitting down with the photographer to talk through the different options. It is important in this
situation to make sure the photographer is excited about the story and featured looks. It is a lot of
time for the photographer, in this case Allen Chiu, to volunteer for a project that is not even his
own. From my time working with Allen at JERK, I learned that the best images are made when
he is also excited about it. Once sitting down and hashing out the details, things move very
quickly. We pick a shoot date; in this case we shot both fashion features in the same weekend,
two weeks after we met. In two weeks I had to finalize and order all of the market (another
obstacle is that I have to charge everything to my credit card and then return it right after the
shoot—which limits the amount of market I can bring in without maxing my credit card, being
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accused of fraud, or causing my parents a heart attack), style each look, coordinate models, etc.
Once these shoots were finished, all the other details began to come together. But because I had
to wait for the timely market to be released, the work was much more condensed.
So here is a more succinct timeline. December/January: research. During this time, I
created all of the Pinterest boards based off runway trends, as references to pull inspiration from.
February: preliminary design, story-planning, organization, coordinate fashion features. March:
shoot fashion features, shoot BOB jewelry and beauty pages, coordinate feature articles, plan,
and design. April: plan and execute accessories shoot, coordinate all additional pages and looks,
edit, design.
Another obstacle was that I wanted to design a print publication—I want it to be a
physical, printed copy. I didn’t know I would be continuing with Honors or that I would actually
want to get my magazine printed until after the deadlines for funding. So I do not have a printing
budget, and can’t afford serious circulation. I think because I had seen Victoria’s publication
online and she used real ads to make it look like a real magazine, I assumed that’s what I would
do. But now I wish that I hadn’t done that because I want it to be printed and I can’t circulate it if
it has fake ads in it. I’m disappointed that now it truly is student work and not a real magazine.
A final major obstacle I faced was with design. I am not a designer. I have taken two
Graphics classes ever, with only one magazine project taught/designed. Although I am not
formally trained in graphic design, I have an eye for and genuinely enjoy designing. It was
important to me to design the magazine myself, and I did, with a few bits of counsel from a
design student about font choices. While I absolutely loved doing all the design work, I was
incredibly slow with it. It took me forever to design pages that I truly liked. I often had to design
a page, let it sit for a week or two, and then redesign it completely with a fresh eye. Other pages I
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nailed on my first go. Throughout this process, I became much faster with both InDesign and
Photoshop. There are still tricks I am learning, but in the areas I regularly used in production of
Revel, I now feel proficient.
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VII. Conclusion
To sum up my reflection on creating REVEL, I’ve included, “Welcome Home,” my
editor’s note to the REVEL reader. In this account, I identify myself as a REVELer, what that
means to me, and what I hope the reader gets out of REVEL.
“The first pair of shoes I remember being completely and utterly
infatuated with were hot-pink, platform wedge sandals my mom bought for me as
a good behavior treat on a trip to Salt Lake City, Utah. This was the early 2000s,
just a tot in the first grade, so obviously they were clad with a toe ring, accented
with oriental-inspired fabric, and finished off with delicate, pink dangly beads.
My mom still teases me about how I refused to wear any other shoes for the
following six weeks. I was oblivious to the fact that they were a fairly out-there
footwear choice for a 6-year-old in Cincinnati, Ohio. To me, they were
everything.
If you made it through my anecdote and have decided to continue your
venture further into the pages of REVEL, I’m hopeful it’s because my story
sounded all too familiar to you. After all, effectively everything on these pages is
for you: channeling our fierce love of the fashion industry into an outlet chockfull of items we can realistically purchase; cherishing those items we spend hours
ogling over, but will never have; celebrating individuals, just like us, who have
made their passion their reality; and commending our knack for ruthlessly
breaking the fashion rules. For years, I’ve tried to find a word that adequately
represents this pride and camaraderie amongst us. Finally, in formulation of
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these pages, I found five" simple letters that, when strung together, feel just right.
R-e-v-e-l. Revel.
For this reason, I’m not sure how it has taken me up to when I’m putting
the final touches on REVEL’s launch issue to realize why people were so willing
to help make it happen. Each time I asked a colleague to contribute, instead of
being met by the usual reel of excuses, I was met with not only affirmation, but
also genuine enthusiasm. I now see that they chose to dedicate their few and far
between free moments to help turn this vision into a reality because a REVELer
doesn’t find their passion a chore, rather a opportunity to immerse themselves in
what they love. Whether one of the sharp photographers, obsessive makeup gurus,
or spirited writers, their passion for this world made REVEL possible.
I may have traded in the pink platforms for my current metallic
Birkenstock Gizehs, but as REVELers we never forget our immeasurable
nostalgia for having possessed pieces we’re so obsessed that we refuse to leave
the house without. Writer Kelley Rowland affectionately relives her hot-and-heavy
fling with wedge sneakers in “Warning: Sneak Attack” (p. 20). If fashion
inception strikes your fancy, illustrator-extraordinaire Ryan Brondolo transforms
our favorite and most eccentric SS15 sunglasses into literal works of art in “Sun
Daze” (p. 32). And to witness a true feat, drool over China’s Next Top Model
finalist, Shuya Xie, who did not have a single bad frame in the entire roll of film
from “Into the Blue” (p. 40). She also has a knack for sending perfectly on-point
kitty emojis via Facebook message. Most of all, I hope that throughout these
pages, each contributor’s work inspires you as it has for me.
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And, finally, to the 6-year-old, pink platform-clad little girl stomping
around inside me: this one’s for you. Welcome to REVEL. Welcome home.
REVEL on,
Leigh Miller”
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WELCOME HOME

Photo by Marissa Matthews /// Beauty by Amanda Etkind

T

he first pair of shoes I remember being completely and utterly
infatuated with were hot-pink, platform wedge sandals my mom
bought for me as a good behavior treat on a trip to Salt Lake
City, Utah. This was the early 2000s, just a tot in the first grade, so
obviously they were clad with a toe ring, accented with oriental-inspired
fabric, and finished off with delicate, pink dangly beads. My mom still teases
me about how I refused to wear any other shoes for the following six weeks.
I was oblivious to the fact that they were a fairly out-there footwear choice
for a 6-year-old in Cincinnati, Ohio. To me, they were everything.
If you made it through my anecdote and have decided to continue your
venture further into the pages of REVEL, I’m hopeful it’s because my story
sounded all too familiar to you. After all, effectively everything on these pages
is for you: channeling our fierce love of the fashion industry into an outlet
chock-full of items we can realistically purchase; cherishing those items we
spend hours oogling over, but will never have; celebrating individuals, just
like us, who have made their passion their reality; and commending our
knack for ruthlessly breaking the fashion rules. For years, I’ve tried to find a
word that adequately represents this pride and comaraderie amongst us.
Finally, in formulation of these pages, I found five simple letters that, when
strung together, feel just right. R-e-v-e-l. Revel.
For this reason, I’m not sure how it has taken me up to when I’m putting
the final touches on REVEL’s launch issue to realize why people were so
willing to help make it happen. Each time I asked a colleague to contribute,
instead of being met by the usual reel of excuses, I was met with not only
affirmation, but also genuine enthusiasm. I now see that they chose to
dedicate their few and far between free moments to help turn this vision
into a reality because a REVELer doesn’t find their passion a chore, rather
a opportunity to immerse themselves in what they love. Whether one of
the sharp photographers, obsessive makeup gurus, or spirited writers, their
passion for this world made REVEL possible.
I may have traded in the pink platforms for my current metallic Birkenstock
Gizehs, but as REVELers we never forget our immeasurable nostalgia for
having possessed pieces we’re so obsessed with that we refuse to leave
the house without. Writer Kelley Rowland affectionately relives her hotand-heavy fling with wedge sneakers in “Warning: Sneak Attack” (p. 20). If
fashion inception strikes your fancy, illustrator-extraordinaire Ryan Brondolo
transforms our favorite and most eccentric SS15 sunglasses into literal works
of art in “Sun Daze” (p. 32). And to witness a true feat, drool over China’s
Next Top Model finalist, Shuya Xie, who did not have a single bad frame in
the entire roll of film from “Into the Blue” (p. 40). She also has a knack for
sending perfectly on-point kitty emojis via Facebook message. Most of all, I
hope that throughout these pages, each contributor’s work inspires you as
it has for me.
And, finally, to the 6-year-old, pink platform-clad little girl still stomping
around inside me: this one’s for you. Welcome to REVEL. Welcome home.

On the left, I’ve added my
favorite pink platforms to
my dress-up look of the
day: what appears to be
some sort of exotic secretagent bride. Below, I chose
to wear my sandals for my
second-grade half-birthday
celebration, in much more
traditional garb.

REVEL ON,
My current shoe
infatuation, which
once again, my
very stylish mother
suggested I buy.
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fete:

As we kick off what finally feels like
spring, we’re finding inspiration from
REVELers jet-setting off to warm
and exotic places, but we’re also
obsessing over the intricacies of our
most intimate and, quite literally,
closest lust-inducing items. No matter
the distance, let’s celebrate what
REVELers have to show for this month.

BRALETTE: For Love and Lemons, Amelia Leigh Boutique: $121.
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fete reveler style

///WHAT YOU’ve been

REVELING IN
REVELERS ACROSS THE GLOBE
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fete street equation

///WHERE STREET STYLE

MEETS POP CULTURE

TATIANA FOGT, 20
Rosemont, Pennsylvania

=

MELISSA MARTINEZ, 21
Miami, Florida

=

ZOË BATT STERN, 22
Newark, Delaware

=

+
+ +
+
+ +
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fete personal essay

Photo Credit: Dejrit Ngoenphetthongkham, dejrit.tumblr.com.

THROWBACK TO THE

[HIGHS AND LOWS] OF THE

WEDGE SNEAKER
20 REVEL

HIGH The Spice Girls set
precedent for platform
fabulousness in the late
90s with bright platform
trainers.

HIGH Isabel Marant made them
cool with the fall 2012 debut of
the Willow, starting at $760. This
marked the trickle-up of “uglycute” à la Leandra Medine...
but with a Parisian ease.

Photos left to right: http://globalgrind.com/2014/07/08/reasons-why-we-all-loved-the-spice-girls-list;
Polyvore, www.polyvore.com; NET-A-PORTER, www.net-a-porter.com; Getty Images.

///WARNING:

SNEAK ATTACK

WRITTEN BY KELLEY ROWLAND

Platform sneakers wedged their way into our hearts almost as quickly as reality pried them
out, yet our nostalgia serves as a token reminder of the [painfully costly] dangers of fads.

I

n the midst of a screen-shopping afternoon

dinner, and enjoyed our fashion consummation. My

circa 2012, I spotted them online: crafted in tan

flip-flops and flats were neglected—no other shoes

suede, leather, Velcro, and rubber, and bringing

could capture my attention quite like the Ashes.

Our

together a once unthinkable duo: sneakers and wedges.

long-awaited relationship was off to a great start.

These Ash Italia kicks embodied my 19-year-old ideal

Just a few short weeks later, I spotted a similar looking

fashion identity. They would literally elevate any look;

pair at the Dillard’s shoe department, a knock off by Steve

make any pair of jeans and even my go-to plain white

Madden. Suddenly our connection didn’t seem quite so

T-shirt a new kind of casual chic. I had to have them.

special, and the realization that I had invested in a fashion

I spent the next few weeks of that hot Houston

fad, a passing trend like mullet skirts, scarves as belts,

summer talking non-stop about my dream shoes. Every

and layered Polos, came crashing into my consciousness

hostess at the restaurant I worked at could describe them,

à

la

Carrie

Bradshaw’s

Macintosh

motherboard.

and my mother could no longer bear to hear how the

Our relationship waned to that awkward stage,

3-inch heel would make me stand 5-foot-7. So we made

where we knew something had changed. Ashamed of

a deal. She would pay for half of the $300 price tag and

the cash I’d dropped, I continued to wear my shoes for a

I would use my first paycheck to cover the rest. With my

couple more months, but all the while I knew it was over.

minimum wage earnings of $7.25 an hour, I’d work a solid

They currently reside at the back of my closet next to my

20 hours all for the sake of those shoes. As I clicked confirm

Juicy Couture velour purse, a reminder to myself (and to

on the order, she breathed an audible sigh of relief, and I

all fashion-obsessed) to invest in classics like structured

began a week of constantly refreshing the tracking number.

leather bags, the perfect LBD, and smartly silhouetted

cardboard

cashmere sweaters. No matter how strong and persistent

shoebox, marked with metallic gold letters spelling

the urge hits to jump into the latest trend, evaluate the

out the simple yet perfect “Ash.” I sashayed down the

cost versus lifetime wearability. Avoid the bitter nightmare

hallways of my house, showing off my new babies.

that fad fashions perpetuate. And if feelings of obsession

Together we picked out new outfits, went out to

start to take over, remember the sneaker wedge.

They

arrived

in

a

camel-colored

LOW Unlike the smart sophistication
of Marant’s Willow, Marc by Marc
Jacobs’
interpretation
came
off gaudy and clown-like even
for the often “out-there” brand.

LOW LiLo‘s wedge sneakers
don’t elevate her chances for a
come-back, particularly in the
fashion department, circa 2012.
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fete need it now

SERIOUS
SKINTIMACY
Whether lathered in lace, popped
with prints, or super strappy, spring’s
sultry bralettes are meant to be seen.
ALL BRALETTES FROM AMELIA LEIGH BOUTIQUE, SYRACUSE, N.Y. ROW 1: Only Hearts, $73. For
Love and Lemons, $121. ROW 2: Only Hearts, $47. ROW 3: One Teaspoon, $79. Only Hearts, $48.
22 REVEL
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indulge:

As designers escaped to a not-so-distant
past this spring, with 70s details and
textiles reigning supreme, we’re reminded
of our perpetual fixation with the now.
Felder Felder for Silhouette, silhouette.com
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indulge trend watch

///REVEL’S Spring

RUNWAY REPORT

THE MOST REVEL-WORTHY DETAILS FROM SS15 Ready-To-Wear + SHOPPABLE OPTIONS

LITTLE WHITE DRESS

Christian Dior

Trade in your power LBD for a soft and romantic LWD.

Chanel

Chloe

Erdem
1 J. CREW, $138.
2 LITTLE WHITE LIES, ASOS: $172.
3 TOPSHOP, $130.
4 ALICE X UO, URBAN
OUTFITTERS, $79.
5 LITTLE WHITE LIES, ASOS: $122.
6 TOPSHOP, $130.

Valentino

3

1
5

2
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4

6

GO-FOR-IT GINGHAM

Bottega Veneta

Dorthony’s jumper has nothing on these over-the-rainbow remixes.

Diane von Furstenberg

Altuzarra

Oscar de la Renta

Michael Kors

1 AMERICAN APPAREL, $50.
2 MARC BY MARC JACOBS, $298.
3 ZARA, $50.
4 J. CREW, $58.
5 FOREVER 21, $11.
6 MINK PINK, $79.
7 TOPSHOP, $70.
8 TOPSHOP, $6.

2

3
4
1

7

8

6

5
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FULLLY FRINGED

Proenza Schouler

Be it leather, knit, or metallic, pile on the fringe for a layering update.

Alberta Ferretti

Armani

Céline
1 TOPSHOP, $75.
2 WYLDR, Nasty Gal: $88.
3 TOPSHOP, $72
4 FREE PEOPLE, $398.
5 ZARA, $199.
6 ECOTE, $79.

Sonia Rykiel

3
2

1
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6

5

4

ICY-HOT LASER CUT

This peek-a-boo cut work is so sharp it could draw blood.

Fendi

Erdem

Chloé

Tibi
1 NASTY GAL, $98.
2 ZARA, $50.
3 MILLIE MACKINSTOSH,
BLOOMINGDALES: $103.
4 TOPSHOP, $40.
5 J. CREW, $148.
6 CLOVER CANYON,
BLOOMINGDALES, $108.
7 J.O.A, BLOOMINGDALES, $58.
8 TOPSHOP, $68.

Versace

2

4
7

8

3
1

6
5
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SUEDE INVASION

Gucci

70s suede replaced cousin leather as spring’s most versatile textile.

Chanel

Derek Lam

7

5

Chloé

Jason Wu

2

3

9

1

6
1
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8

Alll Runway Photos: via STYLE.COM, Fabio Ionà / Indigitalimages.com; Yannis Vlamos / Indigitalimages.com; Marcus Tondo / Indigitalimages.com

1 ASOS, $127.
2 MISSGUIDED, NORDRTROM, $32.
3 ZARA, $129.
4 ASOS, $217.
5 NASTY GAL, $168.
6 ZARA, $199.
7 TOPSHOP, $280.
8 ASOS, $135.
9 TOPSHOP, NORDSTROM, $68.
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indulge accessories

///ACCESSORIES

SUN DAZE
Spring eyewear has never looked brighter. Get lost
in our picks for the season’s best shades and trends:
high-end, and low-end. ILLUSTRATED BY RYAN BRONDOLO

EXPOSED RIM + RED
HIGH Miu Miu, SS15. LOW Urban Outfitters, $20.

SQUARE + EMBELLISHED
HIGH Prada, SS15. LOW Quay: $45.

CATEYE + BUTTERFLY
HIGH Nina Ricci, SS15. LOW Nasty Gal: $20.

RETRO + AVIATOR
HIGH Gucci, SS15. LOW Topshop, $30.

OVAL + WHITE
HIGH ROCHAS, SS15. LOW Spitfire, Nasty Gal: $45.
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indulge fashion news

/// THE INDULDGICAL

WHAT THE FASHION WORLD IS REVELING IN THIS MAY

1

5

VERSACE’S ORNAMENTAL
COLLECTION

In
correlation
with
Italy’s World Expo kick off
in Milano and in homage to the
city of the designer’s beginnings,
Versace unveils a capsule collection
of baroque-infused sneakers, textiles
and Palazzo bags. The collection is
available to buy [but mostly to gawk
at] both on Versace.com and in
the famous Galleria Vittoria
Emanuele II Versace
boutique.

KATE YOUNG
X TURA

Former
assistant to Anna
Wintour,
celebrity
stylist to the likes of Sienna
Miller and Michelle Williams,
[and a true REVELer at heart],
Kate Young teams up with
luxury eyewear brand Tura to
launch her first namesake
eyewear collection.

Lagerfeld
and company [Cara
and Kendall in-tow, no
doubt] head to Seoul, South
Korea to show the Cruise collection
in the renowned Dongdaemun
Design Plaza. The space’s architect
and a Lagerfeld favorite, Zaha
Hadid, designed both Chanel’s
famed SS12 show and Central
Park Mobile Art Center
circa 2008.

7

“CHINA: THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS”

T h e r e ’s
been buzz around
the Metropolitan Museum
of Art Costume Institute’s
exhibition since the conclusion of
the Charles James exhibit last fall, but
we’re almost equally excited about the
Barneys New York four-piece capsule
collection designed by rising Chinese
designer, Huishan Zhang, and
HERMÈS PARFUMS
inspired by the exhibit (runs May 7
through August 16). We like to
“POP-UP-SHOP”
say, in with the old and in
Hermès shakes
with the new.
up its classic style this
month to promote the Parfum
de la Maison home-fragrance line,
which launched late last year. The
iconic French brand opens a temporary
space inspired by the fragrance inside
Paris’ Frank & Fils department store. The
space takes decor inspiration from the
home-fragrance and its use of paper
products. BRB we’re hopping
on a plane to bask in this
magical Hermès- smelling
wonderland.

18
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CHANEL TAKES
SEOUL
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As
technology
postions itself
increasingly closer to
our bodies, the likelihood
of perpetuating shopping
addiction seems inevitable.
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I

t’s an
average morning. I hit
snooze six times before I finally pry
open my eyes and reach for my iPhone next to my
bed. Just like every other morning, I open my email app to an inbox
full of messages from my friends J. Crew, Nasty Gal, Tobi, Nordstrom,
and Spiritual Gangster to name a few. They greet me with welcoming
subject lines like, “New Arrivals Today!,” and “Ends tomorrow: our
in-honor-of May sale,” and before I know it I’m sucked into stunning
images of gorgeous amazon women strolling through a picturesque
desert landscape, hair blowing in the wind, and rocking an outfit that I
must have immediately.
After checking my email, I scroll through my Instagram feed,
bombarded by beautiful, professional-quality images of bloggers
like Arielle Charnas of @somethingnavy and Charlotte Groeneveld of
@thefashionguitar casually strolling down a city street in an
**effortlessly** chic ensemble. From working in the industry, I know
these looks were given to these high-level bloggers for free, but many
shoppers see bloggers’ posts as their independent, impartial style. And
to make matters murkier, I recently became aware that bloggers of all
levels are often paid a commission directly from retailers for getting
their followers to click the provided links to the items they’re wearing.
In February, The Wall Street Journal published a front-page story,
“She Looks Like a Million Clicks,” investigating the phenomenon behind
these commission-generating links and affiliate marketing in today’s
fashion blogging industry, and I couldn’t help but feel a tie between
this concept and an article I was editing about shopping addiction. It’s
no news that shopping addiction is a thing. A 2013 compulsive buying
survey by the addiction Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and
Psychotherapy at Hannover Medical School’s Center for Addiction
Research estimates between 6 and 7 percent of the population is
affected by compulsive buying, younger people are more prone to
develop compulsive buying behavior, and growing evidence estimates
as much as 8.9 percent of the American population could be affected.
But as technology grows more and more integrated into our lives,
and with devices like the Apple Watch becoming a reality, we must be
conscious of how retailers are using these devices to get us to buy, and
are simultaneously perpetuating shopping addiction where it may not
have five years ago.
Medical experts find that a compulsive shopper feels the same “high”
from each AMEX charge as a drug addict gets from snorting a line of
cocaine. But shopping addiction is its own, unique breed, perpetuated
by retailers’ and bloggers’ in-your-face approach to targeting shoppers
through traditional technology, mobile devices, and now wearable
technology. “Being addicted to drugs or alcohol is different,” says
Melissa Chessher, S.I. Newhouse School of Communications magazine
journalism department chair. “Drug addicts aren’t receiving 3 or 4
emails a day from their dealer with visually pleasing photographs of
cocaine.” To these bloggers’ and retailers’ target audience, a beautiful
photo of Jeffrey Campbell booties flashed across an iPad screen is hard
to resist, explains Chessher, and these emails and blog posts serve as
perpetual reminders and created opportunities to indulge in addiction.
Retailers shape our interaction with their platforms to make this
technology so appealing. Adam Peruta, S.I. Newhouse School of
Public Communications professor of digital advertising, believes that
as barriers of entry to launching sites and apps, like e-commerce
shopping sites, become lower, more emphasis is placed on the user
experience. Today, Peruta says, the user experience means taking
somebody’s behaviors, attitudes, and actual actions into account, and
trying to push them to buy a product or to interact on a site. In 2018,
global mobile e-commerce sales are expected to top $638 billion,
according to a Goldman Sachs forecast. “You can trust the device that
you’re holding: you’re touching the screen, swiping here, and swiping
there,” says Peruta. “It may sound silly, but all of those things add to the
user experience and make people more apt to purchase something or
be loyal to a specific brand or website.” Peruta also explains that current
trends focus around simple, flat designs that, particularly with clothing,
showcase the products with large, high-quality photos and the ability to
zoom in and out.
In this way, retailers are taking serious advantage of their ability to
target the user experience via commission-generating links and affiliate
marketing. They offer bloggers commissions from 3 percent to more
than 20 percent of sales, according to the Wall Street Journal article.
Department stores like Nordstrom now have entire teams of full-time
employees working with thousands of bloggers to get their products
placed in their blogs through these commission-generating links.

Now
that RewardStyle
has created LIKEtoKNOW.it,
where Instagram users can "like" a bloggers’
photo and subsequently receive an email with links to buy
the product, Instagram has finally become shoppable. And it’s working.
In its first nine months of operation last year, LIKEtoKNOW.it led to
$10 million in sales, according to the article. Additionally, brands are
bringing in digital marketing experts to enhance this practice further.
Hoping to reconnect with our generation, DKNY just hired Hector
Muelas, the former creative director of worldwide marketing at Apple,
as chief image officer, a brand-new position responsible for “all areas
of brand image, marketing, and creative services…as well as all digital
platforms and e-commerce,” according to a release. Retailers are
investing in their future to break ground in this approach to targeting
and reaching us.
But as retailers get smarter about how to persuade us, we need to
get smarter about how to fight it…and fight compulsive shopping. It’s a
skill we haven’t been taught. In fact, brands work against us identifying
that it’s even happening. “Many neuromarketing studies bypass the
conscious adult rational decision-making brain functions to maximize
excitement, emotional attachment, brand attachment, reward pathway
activation… influencing impulsive buying decisions in ways individuals
are not aware of or informed about,” according to Heidi Hartson, PhD’s
findings in The Case for Compulsive Shopping as an Addiction. And
because of America’s consumer-driven culture, we aren’t taught media
literacy like they are in other countries', like Canada, public schools,
according to Carla Lloyd, director of Syracuse University’s fashion
and beauty communications milestone program and professor of
advertising. “Part of media literacy is being able to critically analyze
images that come bombarding you. How do you sort out persuasive
images and messaging?” says Lloyd. “You’re basically talking about
hyper-consumerism without a shield.”
So the question remains: where is this heading? “With every
advancement in technology, it’s becoming closer and closer to
becoming a part of the body,” Chessher points out. She also believes
that with advances in geo-locating, pretty soon Zara, for example, will
know when we’re walking close to a store, and send a ping with a deal
or image—right to an Apple Watch wearer’s wrist. With all of these
persuasive mediums attacking us, we’re at a natural disadvantage to
develop some sort of shopping addiction or compulsive shopping
behavior. Becoming media literate is the first step. The next is exercising
will power—and that part I can’t help you with.

BEWARE: THE 4 PHASES OF CBD
Are you a compulsive shopper? Donald Black, MD,
psychiatry professor at the University of Iowa, and his team
have developed a step-by-step analysis of a CBD-sufferer.
BY ANNIKA DOWNS

(1) ANTICIPATION
Forms thoughts, urges, or obsessions with
having specific items or the act of shopping
(2) PREPARATION
meticulously plans when and where
to go, what to wear, which form
of payment––often credit cards-to use, heavily researches sales,
promotional codes and coupons
(3) SHOPPING
the actual shopping experience, many
describe as intensely exciting; some
participants within Black’s research
have said it can lead to a sexual
feeling; most often occurs alone
(4) PURCHASING
completed with a purchase
and often followed by a let down
or disappointment with oneself
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drool:

The SS15 shows offered fresh
interpretations of old obsessions,
like making bold statements
from even the most basic
pieces. All hail our favorite
luxury tastemakers for inspiring
the affordable adaptations of
spring’s most drool-worthy trends.
Superga/Rodarte, superga.com: $259.
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Into the

Blue
AS SPRING TRANSITIONS INTO SUMMER,
HEAD-TO-TOE DENIM RADIATES A COOL
PLAY ON 70s KITSCH VIA OVERALLS,
CULOTTE JUMPSUITS, SERIOUS FLARE,
AND TRANSCENDENT SEPARATES.

PHOTOS BY ALLEN CHIU
STYLED BY LEIGH MILLER
HAIR & MAKEUP BY LUNG UNG
FEATURING SHUYA XIE
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VEST: FURST OF A
KIND. OPPOSITE PAGE
TOP: ASOS WHITE,
$110; PANTS: ASOS
NASTY GAL, $98.
@revel_mag 41

BOTTOMS: ZARA, $70.
TOP: J. CREW, $78.
BUTTON-DOWN: BERSHKA,
MODEL’S OWN. OPPOSITE
PAGE: BDG, URBAN
OUTFITTERS: $79.
42 REVEL
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JACKET: ZARA, $70.
PANTS: ZARA, $80.
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PLAYSUIT: ASOS, $92; MULES:
NASTY GAL $98. OPPOSITE
PAGE TOP: LITTLE WHITE
LIES, URBAN OUTFITTERS:
$119; SKIRT: NASTY GAL, $48.
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ORIGINAL DESIGN BY TEVY
NUON. OPPOSITE PAGE
OVERALLS: ZARA, $70.
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STREET WORN

When you’re 22, and already own a skate shop/art gallery, spend your free time making Syracuse your skate park,
and have an obsession with luxury street wear, you’re bound to have a lot to say. At least Ian DaRin does.

WRITTEN BY LEIGH MILLER
PHOTOS BY Zach Eisen
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O

n the sunniest Saturday afternoon Syracuse, N.Y.
has seen since October, I approach the unassuming
storefront of Better. Skate Shop/Art Gallery—its worn,
old-school exterior blending into its video store neighbor. Through
the propped-open front door I find three 20-somethings sitting like
ducks in a row on a retro, tufted, brown-leather couch with busted
corners in the middle of the small, but open space. A floor to ceiling
collection of framed photographs line a large white wall, next to
metal and wood clothing racks, with t-shirts and hoodies packed
on the shelves. Supreme’s “cherry” skate video flashes across the
screen of a small television before the couch. The three men hear
me walk in, and each one turns his head my way.
“Hey, what’s up?” the gangliest of the three stands to greet me.
He wears black skinny jeans and a graphic hoodie––black hood
pulled up over his head, with his hat’s black brim poking out.
The hood frames his piercing blue eyes, freckled and high-cheek
boned face, and when he pulls off the hood, curly brown hair falls
to the middle of his back.
Meet Ian DaRin, 22, co-owner of this shop/gallery, fulltime industrial design student, part-time graphic designer,
skateboarder, digital artist, and secret Tumblr junkie. He intends to
become a self-entitled “tastemaker.” But despite that lofty goal, he
also possesses the ability to laugh at himself, chuckling every time
he uses the word “better” to describe his intention to improve the
Syracuse arts community through the shop. Two of his fingernails
feature gold, glitter nail polish. He speaks clearly about the impact

skateboard culture on luxury street wear with effortless clarity
as if he’s been ready for this conversation for months. He chose
keeping his long locks over a free car. And when he might seem
too serious or calculated, he calls Ian Conner––Wiz Khalifa’s stylist–
–a “fuck boi” and compares basketball shoes to Moon Boots.
It’s a typical Saturday afternoon at Better.—buddies chilling
on the couch, munching on a calzone from the place around
the corner, just in from skating through the streets in downtown
Syracuse, and attempting to not get run over. Only two months
into operation, Better. is still trying to figure it out. Frustrated
that the only skate park in the area was private and regulated,
DaRin and his three best friends, 25-year-olds Drew Shoup,
Julius Harpending, and Noah Hauskecht, decided to start a fundraising campaign for their tight-knit Syracuse skateboarding
community with the goal of constructing a DIY skate park on a
local abandoned tennis court called “The Spot”. The foursome
held a series of successful fundraisers—an outdoor “skate jam”
and events at Spark Contemporary Art Space—and raised around
$3,500. “We showed the skateboarding community as well as the
Syracuse community that we’re serious,” says DaRin. “We’re not
just a bunch of fuck-ups.”
But they realized that in order for the community to grow, they
needed more than just a park; they needed a central hub. “To
us that meant opening a skate shop that people would come,
hang out, sit, show art work, and try to better all of that,” he says.
And in November, when a retail space opened up in downtown
@revel_mag 51

Better. Skate Shop/Art Gallery
210 East Jefferson Street. Syracuse, N.Y., 13202. @GETBTTR

DaRin stands before Better.’s storefront. On his current skateboard,
DaRin wrote the phrase “Do it for Satan.” This is normal. “I write
something goofy on my skateboard bearings every time, right
there,” says DaRin. He’s gone through three or four skateboards
in the past four weeks. “I go through bearings like f-ing candy. I
literally break and destroy bearings.“
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Syracuse, they jumped on the opportunity. The four Better. coowners immediately began tearing up the floors, fabricating
displays, and bringing in merchandise. They attended the
Agenda Trade Show in New York City in January, began lining up
artists, and creating their own line of street wear to sell for a lateJanuary open. DaRin designs the “A Better. Garment” line, which
Shoup prints at his screen print shop. The line features graphic
tees and hoodies, like a stand-out, “Get Better.” blue snap-down
wind breaker with “Better 666m g” two capsules printed in back.
More familiar brands like HUF USA, Politic, Spitfire, Half Wits,
and Decades augment the Better. merchandise.
There’s a wall of skateboards and some board
hardware for sale behind the counter. And each
month, Better.’s walls showcase the art of local
artists, whom DaRin calls “homies.” Their limitedrun concept appeals on multiple levels, and
reflects Ian’s influences. “It keeps the energy fresh
in the shop,” says Michele DaRin, Ian’s mother
and an established jewelry designer whose work
has appeared in the likes of W Magazine. “He’s
picked up on that from companies like Supreme.
He’s been getting sucked into that—they’ll put out
something, and he’s a little bit of a fashion junky
like his mom, and he’s like, Oh my god I have to
have that! There’s an energy to that.”
DaRin also designs a line of Better. wear
in collaboration with the showcased artist that month, for
example, their current “homie,” Anna Moulton, a senior Syracuse
University photography major, and splits the profits 50-50 with
the artist. “Maybe you can’t spend $300 on a canvas, but maybe
you can spend $20 on a T-shirt and feel like you walked away
with something from that artist,” DaRin says. This concept of
incorporating art into the store was an important one to the coowners, and particularly DaRin, as with the goal to better the
Syracuse community by showcasing and advocating for both
the skateboarding culture and arts community surrounding it.
“Because we started this, we are trying to be more involved in
what other people are doing, to help support the scene and
cultivate something more,” says Better. co-founder Drew Shoup.
“There’s not really a network of those people yet.”
Not to mention that calling Better. solely a “skate shop”
would be “very limiting to ultimately the people we want to
reach,” adds DaRin. “We’re not carrying clothing and brands
that are only dedicated to skateboarding. We are carrying
brands that are just in the fashion industry.” By including a
range of brands and by putting art gallery on the sign, DaRin
hopes to expand the store’s reach. “So people wouldn’t
write us off and be like, that’s just a skate shop, they won’t

have anything there that I’m interested in,” he says.
The shop/gallery title also reflects a distinct piece of the
store’s youngest co-owner life. From an early age, arts, culture,
and community surrounded DaRin, who has lived in the Syracuse
University neighborhood his whole life. His dad James DaRin
is a drummer in a local band, Composition Be, and his mom,
Michelle DaRin, is a free-spirited jewelry designer with a MFA in
metal smithing. Some of his earliest memories involve trips to art
museums, art galleries, and live concerts, all over the region. His
mother calls SU’s art building a “second home” for him growing
up, always being brought along to DaRin’s classes
and metal pours. He recalls being particularly
inspired by minimalist sculptor and video artist
Richard Serra’s work. His parents once took him to
a luncheon discussion with French-American artist
and sculptor Louise Bourgeois where young artists
presented their work to her. He saw Sonic Youth
and The Flaming Lips with his dad at 13, and at 16,
The Black Keys at a venue in Brooklyn converted
from a pool. He was the kid spending hours on the
Internet, Googling, and on Tumblr, researching art,
music, history, and, eventually fashion “just to pay
attention to as much as possible and absorbing it all.”
He fell in love with skateboarding around
age 12, and it soon became not only a skill and
physical activity, but also the sense through which
he viewed the world. “It allows for me to constantly one up and
best myself, and there’s a satisfaction I get from doing that,”
says DaRin. As a senior industrial design student at Syracuse
University, skateboarding impacts his work, as well. “I see things
and think about them like, how can I interact with this object
on my skateboard?” says DaRin. “It gives me a different sense
of how things exist in space.” But the most obvious impact
of skateboarding on DaRin is that it informs his appearance.
When DaRin began skating in the early 2000s, the Tony Hawkesque baggy pants and big-shoe style ruled the skateboard
scene. But the punk-rock, skateboarder look attracted DaRin.
“I was definitely trying to push an image that told people that
I skateboarded, that I was interested in music, and was in this
specific type of community,” DaRin says. As DaRin became
more interested in the skateboarding lifestyle, he expanded
his fashion search. He looks up to Angelo Baque, Supreme’s
brand director, Jun Takahashi, Japan’s Undercover creative
director, and appreciates A$AP Rocky’s style. From his research,
awareness, and history, DaRin truly developed his personal
style—taking a little bit from the skateboarding persona, his
interest in art, music, and the fashion industry as a whole.
“I’m very aware of how I dress myself,” he says. “I don’t mean

“I really don’t know
many people [like
us] who are trying
to carve out their
own space outside
of any industry,”
-Ian DaRIN

wner Noah Hauskecht fabricated

tirely out of bike chain. It currently
splay in the store. RIGHT: Colorful

Better.’s wall. FAR RIGHT: A
Better.’s spring hat merchandise.
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this in a weird way…it’s calculated. Because I would like to
exude a certain image––the image that is me.”
DaRin’s current black, blue, and purple graphic tee is the most
color he’s worn in weeks. The head-to-toe black ensembles
DaRin sports exclusively from November through February are
not laziness or indifference. He prefers simple, quality clothes
that create a striking silhouette and convey a timelessness. “It’s
never been like, oh, whatever, this is a $5 t-shirt,” says DaRin.
“If I’m going shopping, it’ll be like, I need a new pair of black
pants that fit like this…it’s always specific.” He searched for
weeks to find his current favorite piece, an all-black jacket by
Supreme. And to add a little pop, DaRin incorporates graphic
tees, a staple of his wardrobe — from his “outrageous” tie-dye
Die Hippie Scum t-shirt to his go-to logoed Clash t-shirt. He
stills thinks about a tree bark-printed pair of Levi’s overalls he
couldn’t justify the price tag for.
His awareness extends beyond what he puts on himself
and brings into Better. DaRin makes it a point to know what
is happening in the luxury fashion industry, particularly street
wear designers, though he won’t be bringing their pieces into
Better. anytime soon. Six weeks ago DaRin posted to Instagram
a photo of his hand flipping off the Hood By Air’s display at
Dover Street Market in New York City. Its caption features A$AP
Rocky lyrics, “‘HBA shit is weak, y’all can keep that’ #getbttr
#fuck #hba”. When asked to comment on the Instagram after
we had previously discussed the relationship of skateboard
culture on luxury street wear, DaRin explained that in particular,
Hood By Air frustrates him. “There’s a place for that high-end,
luxury street wear, but the place for it should be the people who
are doing it right, like Raf Simmons, Rick Owens, and Alexander
Wang,” says DaRin. “Those people have an aesthetic, it’s on
point, and they’re doing it right. HBA, I just feel like, is trying
to ride the coattails of this Yeezy—we’re gonna be as loud as
possible, we’re cool because it’s the newest thing—momentum
right now. From an aesthetic standpoint, I really just can’t stand
their clothes.” The over-branding particularly bothers him.
Shoup backs up DaRin, equally frustrated that brands like
HBA and Pyrex Vision aren’t necessarily bringing anything
new to the table, but use connections, the Internet, and hype
to make ridiculous amounts of money on poorly designed,
unoriginal clothing. Like Pyrex, according to Shoup, takes
Champion shorts—which his screen printing company can get
for $8—and then sells them for hundreds. “It’s not like the quality
is there; it’s a box logo with Helvetica type in it,” says Shoup.
“Yeah, if I could do that, I totally would. But I can see through
what’s going on.” Authenticity and originality are meaningful
qualities to both DaRin and Shoup, and each Better. co-owner,
particularly in defining how something should be deemed truly
“cool.” Back to luxury street wear brands like HBA, DaRin recalls
how, “all of the sudden it was everywhere, and because it was
everywhere people thought it was cool,” says DaRin. “That’s not
how something gets deemed as cool or good in any way. In my
mind it isn’t—it should have some sort of worth.”
DaRin’s blue eyes light up as he talks about this authenticity
of a “creator,” filled with a genuine respect and interest for
people breaking through boundaries to put forth something
truly new. “I love creating, so I like paying attention and seeing
who is borrowing what from who,” he says. So when DaRin
talks about the uniqueness of what they’re doing with Better.,
he doesn’t exude arrogance or ego, but almost a nervous
passion. “I know a fair amount of people who have skills and
who are trying to push their way and make their own space in
an industry, but I really don’t know many people [like us] who
are trying to carve out their own space outside of an industry,”
says DaRin.
But for the overachieving DaRin and the guys at Better.,
it’s not enough to just exist as a shop/gallery. The first time Ian
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and I spoke, his sights for the future of the shop were set high.
“We want to try to make ourselves tastemakers in Syracuse, and
definitely foster the lifestyle that we live,” says DaRin. The next
time we spoke, even higher. “We would love to see this be a
flagship store that eventually the Better. clothing brand takes off,
and be selling both online, through the store, and in select retail
spaces.” But when you grow up with a genuinely cool mother like
Michelle DaRin, it seems the bounds for following your passions
are endless. “I always tell my kids: if you do what you love,
everything else will work out,” says the DaRin family matriarch. “I
love that he’s putting in all of this effort, and he’s learned a ton.
He’s only 22-years-old.”
In his 22 years, he’s developed more than a name for himself,
but also a presence. Maybe it’s his hair—which has come to be
recognized as a trademark, landing him NYC modeling gigs, like
PUMA x ALIFE’s SS15 campaign, and allowing him to stroll right
into his favorite downtown Syracuse bar without a line or getting
carded. “I think it’s because the dude who runs the door has a man
bun and just like recognizes that I’m a dude that knows what’s up,”
laughs DaRin. Ask around the SU campus, and you hear, “He’s the
dude with the amazing hair, right?” not, “he’s the kid who owns
the shop downtown?” or “he’s the industrial design major.” His
hair doesn’t define him, but it is memorable. A few years ago,

LEFT: The store’s aesthetic combines vibes of a
skate ramp, living room, clothing store, and art
gallery. BELOW: DaRin explains current exhibitor
Anna Moulton’s show, “Not for Everyone.” The show
is one of Moulton’s senior photography thesises
at Syracuse University, and contains photographs
of each Better. owner. FAR BELOW: DaRin and coowner Drew Shoup in discussion while sitting in the
shop’s nucleus and central hangout spot.

his grandfather offered Ian his car for free…if he cut his hair.
DaRin refused, and his mother was fully behind him. “I’m not
even that attached to his hair, frankly, if he decided to shave his
hair tomorrow, I’d say, go ahead, it’s hair,” says Michelle. “It’s
the idea of feeling like you need to do it for somebody else,
or that Ian wasn’t good enough.” The DaRin’s are not inclined
to conform.
Neither is Better., branching out from retail precedents.
Somewhere between the piles of Skateboarder Magazine
on an industrial coffee table and Anna Moulton’s “Not for
Everyone” large prints plastered across the white walls of a
skateboarder showing off a nasty boarding bruise, something
better is happening here. And finally, four months later, their
efforts have come to fruition. “Since we started in January,
the main goal was to make it look like it doesn’t suck in
here,” says Shoup. “And now that that’s finally happened, we
actually want people who don’t know us to come in.” But for
this moment, regardless of dreams of expanding to New York
City or becoming a tastemaker, DaRin is content with his postgraduation summer plans—barbequing with friends, skating
downtown, chilling on Better.’s couch, and never showing up
to an event without his “Instaparty:” at least 15 of his closest
friends. He's only 22, after all.
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garden
varieties
Spring’s must-have sandals are all but ordinary.

Photos by Allie Chernick
Styled by Leigh Miller
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EMbelleshed SLIDE

For more flip than flop, boost sparkle and shine with crystal accents.
Jeffrey Campbell, Nasty Gal: $135.
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WHITE CUT-OUT

A white sandal adds a cool, spring pop against any color.
Miista, Nasty Gal: $155.
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DETAILED BLUE

THE color of the season is Fendi’s baby blue, but intricate accents will set you apart.
Miista Mina, Nasty Gal: $119.
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METALLIC PLATFORM

Elevate your look with 70s disco vibes à la Saint Laurent.
ZARA: $119.
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SUEDE GLADIATOR

Channel your inner hippie-warrior with a Chloé gladiator combined with Gucci-inspired suede.
ZARA: $100.
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Game on

This season’s athletic-chic trend takes a turn to the
sultry side, with peek-a-boo mesh panels, structured
neoprene, and form fitting silhouttes. Game. Set. Match.

PHOTOS BY ALLEN CHIU /// STYLED BY LEIGH MILLER /// FEATURING JULIE SABO
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DRESS Nasty Gal: $108. SOCKS
Stance, Nasty Gal: $10. SLIDES
Sixtyseven, Nasty Gal: $48.
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BRA Nasty Gal: $38. SHORTS
Mink Pink, Urban Outfitters: $79.
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TOP Nasty Gal: $58. PANTS
Aperture, Nasty Gal: $29. SLIDES
@revel_mag 65
Sixtyseven, Nasty Gal: $48.
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TOP American Apparel: $26.
PANTS Adidas, ASOS: $70.
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DRESS Nasty Gal: $68. SOCKS
Stance, Nasty Gal: $10. SLIDES
Sixtyseven, Nasty Gal: $48.
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TOP Nasty Gal: $48.
PANTS Nasty Gal: $78.
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JACKET Ride Away, Nasty Gal:
$98. BUSTIER Nasty Gal, $68.
SKIRT Nasty Gal: $68. SLIDES
Sixtyseven, Nasty Gal: $48.

AD
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blush:

Bare-faced minimalism à la Marc Jacobs and Thakoon dominated the SS15 beauty
buzz, but we’re crushing hard on the contrast of simple, dewey-eyes against bold lips,
like the Burberry look that inspired our BLUSH opener and “Must-Have” feature (p. 74).
PHOTO BY NICOLA RINALDO /// BEAUTY BY AMANDA ETKIND /// FEATURING TATIANA TURNER

LIPS NARS AUDACIOUS IN OLIVIA, $32. SKIN MAYBELLINE FIT ME CONCEALER, $6. TARTE BLUSH PALETTE, $28. MAC EXTRA DIMENSION SKINFINISH I in WHISPER OF
GUILT, $29. EYES MAYBELLINE COLOR TATTOO in CHOCOLATE SUEDE, $7. TOO FACED SEMI SWEET CHOCOLATE BAR PALETTE, $49. DIOR ICONIC OVERCURL MASCARA, $29.
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blush the must-have

OYE! Orange

BARBIE PINK

At Moschino,
Jeremy Scott’s
Barbie girls rocked
bright pink lips.
NARS Audacious
Lipstick in Claudia,
$32.
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Crisp oranges, as seen
at Tanya Taylor, pop as
the most unexpected
lip this spring. Anna
Sui Lipstick V in
Aragon Orange, $30.

///COLOR

FLASH
Be bright, brilliant, and even flaming. From
deep berry and Barbie pink to flirty redoranges, there’s no need to be hue shy.

VERY BERRY

ROYAL ROSE

A purple pop gives
the lips a luscious,
just bitten effect.
REVLON Super
Lustrous Lipstick in
Berry Haute, $5.

Rich garden hues add
depth to even the
simplest look, as seen
at Dolce and Gabanna.
LANCÔME L’Absolu
Rouge in 368
Rose, $31.
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blush beauty buzz

HIGH SHINE

Our Ultimate Guide to Oils

Drop by drop, oils are
taking over the skincare
world, and you shouldn’t
be afraid to lather
up in our top 5 picks.

WRITTEN BY KAITLYN FREY /// PHOTO BY ALLIE CHERNICK
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Since Moroccan oil hit the beauty scene a few years ago, top brands have been canvassing the
world for the next hot oils. And though it may seem contradictory for women with already oily
skin, to purchase an oil-based product, these oils are equally effective. “If you use something
that’s water-based, it’s not going to penetrate your skin because water and oil separate,” says
Origins beauty adviser and counter manager Katie Goldberg. “Oil-based products can get past
that layer of skin and do their job.” Whether you’re a dry, oily, or combination skin type, here’s what
you need to know about today’s top oils.
ARGAN OIL
Say hello to argan oil, AKA the fountain of youth.
Produced from the Argan tree in Morocco, argan oil
is packed with Vitamin C and rich fatty acids. These
qualities make this oil the ultimate anti-aging
product––improving or preventing fine lines,
wrinkles, or skin texture. For women with oily
skin, avoid this oil in its pure form. “You have
to be a little bit more wary about the amount
of oil you’re adding into your skin,” says Ulta
Cosmetics Prestige Manager Sarah Spector.
Try Josie Maran’s Argan Daily Moisturizer SPF 47
($32) to hydrate and protect sun damage. For dry
to normal/combination skin, go for Josie Maran’s 100%
Pure Argan Oil ($48).

ROSE OIL
Rose oil is known to be exceptionally soothing, and
its calming scent has even been credited as an
antidepressant. Spector recommends Mario
Badescu Skincare’s Facial Spray with Aloe,
Herb and Rosewater ($7). “Use it as a setting
spray after you finish your makeup to add
some hydration and help your makeup last
all day,” she says. For a higher-end option,
Goldberg recommends Laura Mercier’s rose
oil-based Infusion de Rose Nourishing Crème ($68.00)
and Nourishing Oil ($62).

OLIVE OIL
Olive oil’s thicker, heavier texture makes it an ideal
moisturizer for your body, rather than your face. “In
the winter, it’s awesome for scaly knees and rough
elbows,” Spector says. You can also use olive
oil as a shaving cream to get a super tight
shave against the skin. Origins sells an olive
olive-based cleanser called Clean Energy
($29), which doubles as a fantastic makeup
remover. “It can get through your makeup,
especially with your oil-based makeup,” says
Goldberg. “If you have oily skin, it’s really good
because it’s not overly drying and breaks down all that oil
on the surface.”
COCONUT OIL
The most nourishing and hydrating oil for winter
is coconut oil––for women of all skin types “It’s so
moisturizing,” Spector says. “And what sets it apart
from other kinds of oils is that is has some wonderful
antibacterial properties.” For acne sufferers,
that means coconut oil could be your
savior. One hundred percent pure
coconut oil can be found at your local
supermarket and is best for women
who don’t easily break out. The average
woman should try products that contain
coconut oil or coconut water, like Laura
Mercier’s Almond Coconut Soufflé Body Crème ($60).

MARULA OIL
The newest oil on the scene, marula oil, is chock-full of
antioxidants (up to 60 percent more than in Argan
oil), in addition to Omega 6 and 9. It has amazing
anti-aging properties that improve skin tone,
promote collagen production, and hydrate the
skin. Since Marula oil is relatively new, there
aren’t many products out on the market just yet.
Check out Marula’s Pure Marula Facial Oil ($58)
for dry/combination skin or Marula’s Pure Marula
Facial Lotion ($68) if you’re oily.
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1

the family jewels blush

///tribal

twist
Bring exotic vibes to sleek
urban streets through a tribalinspired statement necklace
with a prepster finish.

1 medallion

Whether from a faux treasure
chest or ancient ruins, goldencrusted and bejeweled
medallions enrich any look.

Try: Satya, Nordstrom: $128.

3

2 spiked

Like grillz for your neck, spikes
radiate bad-ass power. Offset
their harshness with chill
beadwork and natural colors.

Get the look: Lyla and James, Etsy: $35.

3 PLATED

Find your inner warrior with
armor-like metal plates. This
sleek rose-gold collar frames
the face for fierceness.

4

Try: by boe, $133.

4 TRIANGLE

An arrowlike pendant creates
flow to any ensemble. Add
neon pops for bright spring
vibes and an enhanced tan.
Try: Kendra Scott, Nordstrom: $45.
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blush blogger spotlight

///TARYN SAYS:
GO-TO DESIGNERS FOR
GREAT NAIL ART INSPIRATION?

LEFT: Miss
Ladyfinger’s nail
art inspired from
Valentino SS2015
RIGHT: Peter Pilotto
SS2015. FAR RIGHT:
FINDS +PERFEXTs,
net-a-porter.com,
$1,495.

Peter Pilotto, Prabal Gurung and
Matthew Williamson.

NAIL TREND TO WATCH
OUT FOR THIS SPRING?

Everyone’s playing with negative space.
This is something I’ve done for a while
and still love – incorporating your nail bed
somehow, like leaving your nail bed exposed in certain areas.

FAVORITE NAIL COLOR
AND POLISH RIGHT NOW?
LEFT:
Essie’s
Blossom
Dandy.
BOTTOM
LEFT:
Prabal
Gurung
SS15.

ABOVE: Taryn Multack.
FAR LEFT: Alexander
Wang’s SS13 look that
inspired Multack’s favorite
nail design. ABOVE: Zoey
Deschanel showing off her
fun nail art at the
2013 Emmys.

For spring I like a really chalky, whitish
gray. My favorite Essie polish for spring is
Blossom Dandy.

FAVORITE MISS LADYFINGER
DESIGN OF ALL TIME?

My favorite design that I’ve ever done is
Alexander Wang: black with an exposed
nail from Spring 2013 when he did the
glow in the dark looks. A runner-up is this
neon color-blocked Hervé Léger dress that
is super graphic. When I was at fashion
week they invited me to their showroom
and I got to try it on and wear it.

YOUR SPLURGEWORTHY ITEM FOR SPRING?

I would splurge on a really, really good
fringed jacket. The 70s are having a big
comeback and it’s kinda fun to play dressup. That kind of thing, for the amount of
festivals and concerts I go to, is kind of
perfect for being on trend and also playing
in the moment.

BEST CELEBRITY NAIL ART?

Zoey Deschanel and Katy Perry. They have
so much fun with nail art and make it kind of
kitchy, and I appreciate the humor in that. I
also really like more edgy nails, and Lady
Gaga always pushes some boundaries.

RIGHT: A Miss Ladyfinger look showing spring’s negative space
trend. FAR RIGHT: Miss Ladyfinger’s favorite Hervé Léger nail art
and Multack at BCBG headquarters trying on the look.

///TARYN MULTAck

MISS LADYFINGER

As a recent fashion design school graduate, Taryn Multack worked in a full-time
corporate job when she started a nail art blog and Instagram called @missladyfinger
on the side--each step-by-step instructed nail inspired by runway designs and prints
she was obsessing over. As her following grew and her NYFW schedule became jam
packed, she quit her corporate job to pursue Miss Ladyfinger full-time. Now with 26 ,000
Miss Ladyfinger Instagram followers, the self-taught nail artist is beginning a new [and
seriously super-sized] gig: Social Media Consultant at her dream brand Essie, where she
manages and creates social media content for Instagram and Twitter. But don’t fret. “Right
now I obviously have less time than I did before, but Miss Ladyfinger is always going
to be my number one prioirty and passion,” says Multack. “I would never give up on it.”
We’ve picked Miss Ladyfinger’s brain on everything from toe nails to fringed jackets.
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IS TOENAIL ART A THING?

I definitely don’t wear toenail art. I think
mostly because I have tiny toenails. But
after painting my nails at least three times a
week, my feet and pedicures are when I go
and pamper myself , and let someone else
deal with it. I tend to go for darker colors
on my toes. I haven’t really heard of toenail
art being a thing, but I think if anything I
would stick to subtle things.

BEST ADVICE FOR REVELERS?

Create a niche and stick to it. It’s really tricky
these days starting a blog because they’ve
been around for awhile. Having a voice in a
space that is so diluted is really important.
Be true to what that niche is, what your
aesthetic is, and really who you are or who
you make your brand be. You are your
own brand. Reflect that person who you
want to be in every stage of the game.
PHOTO CREDITS CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Taryn Multack
for Miss Ladyfinger; peterpilloto.com; net-a-porter.com
alllacqueredup.com Michelle Mismas; Monica Feudi via
Style.com Taryn Multack for Miss Ladyfinger; @instylemaag
instagram; Monica Feudi via Style.com
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